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•US/Iraq relations

UMaine reacts to US force in Iraq
MPAC protests Students
bombing
support action
By Lori Glazier
Staff Writer

Ethan Strimling leads the MPAC rally to protest US
intervention in Iraq. (Kiesow photo.)

A rally was held in front
of the Memorial Union yesterday in favor of the recent
Despite Monday's cold military actions against Iraq.
weather, members of the
The rally was in response
Maine Peace Action Commit- to the protest on Monday
tee hosted a rally in front of which opposed the use of
the Memorial Union to pro- aggression against Iraq.
test recent bombings of Iraq.
Brent Littlefield led the
With several speakers, frozen crowd to chants of
including an "open mike" "USA!, USA!"
pericd,the noon rally drew a
Littlefield said he wantfairly large crowd.
ed to do this not as the presPosters urging to"Oppose ident of Student GovernU.S. militarism abroad," and ment but as a concerned stuto"Stop bombing Iraq," pre- dent who believes the words
sented MPAC's message of the Maine Peace Action
clearly, and was met with Committee, who held the
some disagreement.
opposing rally, have been
"It is imperative that we represented as the universirealize that the war happen- ty's only opinion.
ing today, is the same as the
"We are not here to supone that happened two years port war, but we are here to
Brent Littlefield leads the rally to support US interSee MPAC PROTEST
See USA RALLY
vention
in Iraq.(Kiesow photo.)
on page 16
on page 16

•Civil Rights Awareness Month

•Campaign for Maine

Steinem addresses UMaine employees raise over $1
multicultural gifts million for'Campaign for Maine'
By Kim Dineen

By Sean Campbell
Staff Writer

Staff Writer

Gloria Steinem speaks at
MCA Monday night.(Kiesow
photo.)

It was a night for celebrating
both a past hero and future goals
with a nationally recognized activist for women's rights. On
Monday - Martin Luther King's
birthday-Gloria Steinem packed
Maine Center for the Arts and
delivered her message that oppression must stop on all levels
before anyone can truly be free.
People filled the auditorium,
the stage and the lobby listening
to Steinem's speech, entitled
See STEINEM on page 14
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•Power outage

Faulty fuse blacks out Orono
Seventy-five. percent of dro-Electric Co. workers byOrono was literally and figura- passed the transformer in order to
tively in the dark last night
restore power to the universit-y
The outage occured at ap- and the Orono Nursing Home Inc.
proximately 5:30 p.m. Accoid- as soon as possible.
ing to Orono Fire Captain Lorin
An Orono resident who lives
LeCleire,a short in a fuse caused near the transformer said she
a transformer to blow, leaving saw a bright blue glow , then a
half of the University of Maine flash of light and what looked
and most of the town of Orono like a s
e coming from
without eiectncity. Iiangor My- the trans

The University of Maine's
''Campaign For Maine"came more
than $1 million closer to its $54.5
million pledge goal,President Fred
Hutchinson said.
Hutchinson made the announcement at a news conference
Monday before receiving a symbolic check for $1,030,577. 'The
pledges are part ofthe campaign's
"Family Phase."("Family" refers
to current and former UMaine
employees.)
The -Campaign For Maine"
began in October 1991 and has
reached $41 million in pledges,
said Hutchinson. Fund raising for
the "Family Phase" officially began May 7, 1992.
According to Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs and
Co-Chair of this phase Julia Watkins,60 percent of UMaine's current employees contributed and 92
percent of retired and former employees gave toward the original
goal of$1 million. Watkins praised
their loyalty and said."The importance and significance of this gift
cannot be overestimated."
Professor of Geology Stephen
Norton,also co-chair of the "Fam
ily Phase," said the $1 million has

Interim VP for Academic Affairs Julia Watkins and Steve Norton,
professor of geological sciences, present President Hutchinson
with a check from UMaine employees.(Lachowski photo.)
been earmarked for resources for
the Fogler Library; research and
teaching equipment: endowments
for professorships; and athletic,
merit and need-based scholarships.
Hutchinson said, "It sounded
like a large goal, frankly." He said
this level of gising is a good measure ofhow morale among UMaine
employees is high in light of the
institution's budgetary problems.
Hutchinson stressed the money
raised from the campaign should
not he viewed as a reprieve from
the state's financial difficulties,
which are forcing a third straight
year of employee, program and
curriculum cutbacks at UMaine.

The pledges have ranged from
$2to a $25,000collective gift from
employees of the Wildlife Department. Solicitation of donations for
the "Family Phase" is 85 percent
complete. Norton said.
Hutchinson said the level of
donating which has occurred must
he sustained in order to reach the
overall goal of $54.5 million.
Bob Holmes, vice president
for University of Maine Development, said the "Campaign For
Maine" will he actively soliciting donations through June 1994.
Donations may be pledged and
then spread-out over a five-year
period.
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WorldBriefs

• German newspaper says Honecker not fatally ill
• Russian prime minister removes price controls
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•Stranded oil tanker leaking, may burst open
•Russian government

•Honecker

Honecker not deathly ill, media says Russian leader retracts price controls
BERLIN(AP)— When Erich Honecker flew to Chile last week,people were told
1 they were watching East Germany's deathly ill Communist boss heading offinto the
sunset.
Now,if you believe Germany's news media,the 80-year-old Honecker may not be so sick
and the recently freed criminal defendant has been offered $1.2 million to write a tell-all book.
Hanns-Ekkehard Ploeger,the flamboyant lawyer who represents the family ofsomeone
shot to death at the Berlin Wall, blames the German doctors who examined Honecker.
"Because of something still inside the Germans, the doctors had certain respect for a
former head of state," Ploeger told the n-tv television news channel on Monday.
Honecker was charged with ordering the' killings of East Germans trying to flee the
country. But his manslaughter trial was halted and he was released from prison because
court-appointed doctors said his liver cancer would kill him in less than six months.
Honecker flew to Santiago last Wednesday.
"Honecker's illness isn't `life-threatening,"
'the conservative,establishment-oriented
Frankurter Allgemeine newspaper said Monday in a front-page headline.
In fact, Chilean doctors have issued inconclusive, preliminary assessments of his case.
Dr. Sergio Vaisman, deputy director of the Las Condes Clinic, where Honecker was
hospitalized for a day upon his arrival, said an operation might help him,although it would
be "complicated and risky."
Vaisman and Dr. Renato Palmo, head of the 10-member medical team that examined
Honecker, insisted it is impossible at this point to predict how long he may live.
The Bild newspaper, Germany's largest-circulation daily, said in a headline Monday:
"Honecker's getting 2 million marks."

•Royal plans

MOSCOW(AP)— Russia's new prime minister on Monday retracted his order
imposing Soviet-style price controls,taking a step that an aide said "proves the new
government's commitment to reform."
Deputy Prime Minister Boris Fyodorov, in charge of economic policy, announced the
step at a news conf-rence and said Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin had agreed to it.
Fyodorov called Chernomyrdin's Jan. I decree "a bureaucratic mistake,- echoing criticism he aired publicly last week.
Chernomydrin,a Soviet-era industrialist who rarely comments to the press, was absent
from the press conference and did not issue a statement.
The new order "uses some tough wording, in particular forbidding central executive
bodies from regulating prices on an administrative basis," Fyodorov told reporters.
Controls will remain only on some monopoly industries, he said.
The announcement ofthe rollback clearly was designed to assure Russian reformers and
their Western backers that the appointment of Chernomyrdin did not mean a return to
Soviet-era central controls.
Fyodorov, a member of the month-old government appointed by Chernomyrdin, said
the Cabinet would strengthen the ruble But he categorically opposed a return to the Sovietera system in which the state set currency exchange rates.
Fyodorov also said the government eventually would allow the domestic prices of
Russian oil and other energy products tc reach world levels.
Many Russian and Western officials had expressed concern last month after President
Boris Yeltsin, responding to pressure from parliament, replaced reformist Acting Prime
Minister Yegor Gaidar with Chernonwrdin, a veteran ofthe Soviet oil and gas bureaucr3o,
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WoildDigest

Japanese prince and
fiancee to marry
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agree they should be married and so does the government.
The 10-member imperial council on Tuesday unanimously approved ofthe engagement ofCrown Prince Naruhito and Masako Owada,the daughter of Japan's top career
diplomat.
The formal government backing, required by Japanese
law,came 13 days after the engagement was disclosed.
In a 36-minute meeting, the council reviewed Owada's
personal history, her family and the progress of her relationship with the 32-year-old prince, the eldest son of Emperor
Akihito and Empress Michiko.
Owada, 29, will be only the third commoner to marry a
prince. Empress Michiko was the first in 1959.
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•Elections

Special vote voided

4

BOIS MOQUETTE,Haiti(AP)— The election
commission voided a special parliamentary vote
Monday in the capital Port-au-Prince and surrounding areas,saying it found ballot boxes overturned and other
problems.
Turnout was extremely low for the election, which was
boycotted by most political parties and condemned by the
international community.
Unions called a general strike to protest the vote staged
by the military-backed regime.
A U.N. envoy has been trying to resolve the political
crisis, which began with the ouster of elected President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide by the army in September 1991.
The election commission voided the vote in the Western
District, which has one-third of Haiti's 6.5 million people.
The district includes the capital and Bois Moquette,its most
populous suburb.
The commission said ballots were scattered on the floor
of the vote-counting headquarters and ballot boxes were
overturned.
The vote count was proceeding normally in the other
eight districts, according to the commission.
Hours earlier, only soldiers, police and election workers
were found in visits to more than a down precincts in Portau-Prince and suburbs.
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•Natural disaster

•Environmental disaster

Avalanche kills 16

Stuck oil tanker leaking

ANKARA,Turkey(AP)---- An avalanche plowed
into a village in northeast Turkey on Monday, destroying 50 houses and killing at least 16 people.
Soldiers and villagers dug frantically for perhaps 50 people
still buried under snow.
Gov. Erol Ugurlu said little hope remained that those
still buried would he found alive. A TV reporter in Ozengeli,
roughly 500 miles from Ankara,told The Associated Press
voices were heard under the snow Monday afternoon
"There was a tremendous noise and suddenly a sheet of
white descended on the village,leveling the houses," Ozengeli village official Faik Cakir said by telephone.
"Before we could understand anything, half of the
village was buried." Cakir said the avalanche hit at about 8
a.m. He said 15 people were dug out, injured, by afternoon
and about 50 people were still trapped.
About 100 soldiers dug alongside villagers with picks
and shovels hoping to find survivors.

TALLINN,Estonia(AP — An oil tanker stuck
on rocks in the Gulfof Finland has leaked thousands
of gallons of oil and may be in danger of breaking
apart in rough waters, officials said Monday.
Winds reaching 60mph prevented crews from salvaging
the Estonian-owned Kittnu and rescuing its nine-man crew
Monday,said Kalle Perlak, deputy director of the Estonian
Marine Board.
Waves pounded the tanker Monday. A rescue helicoptcwas unable to safely get close to the vessel because ofthe wind.
One ship managed to attach a line to the tanker Monday
in an attempt to hold it in place,Mati Raidma deputy director
of the Estonian Rescue Board,told the Baltic News Service.
If the tanker remains intact, officials hope to tow it to
a nearby shipyard.
Pedak said another attempt "'ill be made Tuesday to
retrieve the crew from the ship, which is stuck about 200
yards offshore
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4> Budget crisis

Administrators, staffand students join to fi
By Melissa Adams
Staff Writer
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A quickly-moving budget crisis demands
fast action, and that's exactly what the University of Maine's newest organization is
planning to do.
Formed just last week in response to the
proposed budget cuts to the University of
Maine System,the Invest in Maine's Future
(IMF) coalition is planning to lobby, petition and rally the Maine State Legislature
into defeating the governor's controversial
proposals.
Consisting ofapproximately 15 to 20 members, IMF is a cooperative effort between
university staff,students and administrators to
University of Maine staff members Tom Smith, Deborah Blease and student cry to defeat the proposed budget cuts.
Brian Parker, members of the Invest in Maine's Future coalition, hold a press
"Our interest is to petition the legislature
conference Tuesday.(Kiesow photo.)
to vote in opposition to the governor's proposed plan of cutting the university system

•Budget crisis

RESERVE

budget cuts
anymore: IMF Spokesperson Deborah
Blease said.
"We think that there are other viable
means of raising the $35 million," she said.
Instead of making radical cuts to the UM
System and human services, IMF is advocating other alternatives for raising money,
such as maintaining the current temporary
taxes—the one cent gas tax and the surcharge of the state income tax. The coalition
said they believe the taxes present a fairer
distribution of the burden.
"I think that everybody is willing to take
their fair share of the brunt of this, but we
think it is very unfair to ask the University of
Maine System to cut another 511 million
and another 5 percent on top of that," Blease
said.
IMF member and university staff memSec IMF on page 14

OFFICERS' TRA

Explanation

ofUMaine
layoffs
By Chick Rauch
Vice President for Business and
Finance
The University of Maine last week
reluctantly announced the layoff of 30
custodians to take place Feb. 5, 1993.
Based on the responses that we nave
received to some of the reports of this
action, it is clear that further clarification
is needed on some of the facts surrounding the decision I wish to take this opportunity to furnish some of these facts
As we tracked our expenditures in the
9epartment of Facilities management. we
realize that because of unexpected high
costs of utilitiesand some unexpected niaintenance expenses, we would be ending the
fiscal year i June 30,1993)with a significant
deficit trikcc we took sorne deeisi,...c action
now.It would seem that several ahernan yes
available in such a situation,and all ofthese
were considered prior to making the very
difficult decision to layoffalmost one-third
of our custodians.
One possibility might he to seek assistance from other University of Maine
departments. However. each of the other
departments have had difficulty themselves in making ends meet under the cuts
that they have sustained over the past
three year-... Furthermore% trici;t of the
other departments are carrying out functions. the loss of which would directly
affect the programs of our majoi clients,
our students.
Another possibility would be to layoff
other personnel such as professional employees, administrators or even faculty
members. Indeed,fe:ves employees with
highersalaries would have togoto achieve
the same savings. The problem is that
most all University of Maine employees
either nave individual contracts or are
subject to the contract negotiated by their
respective collective bargaining units.
See LAYOFFS on page 15

MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SUMMER.
Army ROTC scholarships pay off twice, witr.
money towards your education and five weeks
of nursina experience in an Army hospital.
Hundreds of nursing students win Army
ROTC scholarships every year. You can. too

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
University of Maine. Orono, ME 04469
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By Dr. Sandra Caron •Incident

•Column

Sex Matters
Q: Why are women
made to feel unattractive if
they are average-looking as
opposed to model-looking?
Female, First-Year

Take a look inside yourself. Spend time
thinking about what you really want in a
relationship with another person. What things
do you bring to the relationship? What do yGu
hope to gain? You may want to spend some
time talking with a counselor about these
iszales. The Counseling Center in Cutler
has excellent people to meet with. It's important that we think through our dream
about what makes a love relationship —
then maybe it can become a reality.

If you feel comfortable,I encourage you
to talk with your close friends about this.
I also suggest you get in touch with
Wilde Stein, the gay/lesbian student group
on campus. They may be able to offer you
the support you are looking for.

Man not charged
after police
surrounded house

ELLSWORTH,Maine(AP)— No charges were filed Tuesday against an Ellsworth
man whose home was surrounded by police
for several hours after he injected drugs and
Q: How do YOU define "good sex?" threatened to kill himself.
Jerome Goff, 38, was armed with an
And,how do you decide if it's a good idea
pistol but never threatened to harm
automatic
to have sex with someone? Male, Junior
anyone but himself, said Ellsworth police
A: Broadly defined,"good sex" means Chief Albert Carter.
Goffs wife called police shortly before 4
Q: As a gay student,I'm tired of hear- being with the right person at the right time
ing people assume everyone is straight. It for the right reasons.The definition of"right" a.m. to report that Goff was injecting a drug
and threatening to kill himself, said police
makes it hard for me to "come out" and obviously varies from person to person.
tell anyone about who I am — even to my
Concerning your second question: The dispatcher Gary Dougan, who said he did
friends. A: times, I feel isolated and left important question to ask is not "Do I not know what drug was involved.
The wife and two children left the house
out. Are people so narrow minded that want to have sex with this person?" but
they don't think any one is gay or are they "Do I want to wake up with this person?" with local officers when they arrived, and a
state police tactical team was called in. Memjust homophobic? Male, Junior
bers of the team entered the house at around
ProAssistant
Dr. Sandra L Caron is
6
a.m. and found Goff in a semi-conscious
A: It's hard to say what might be going fessor ofFamily Relations in the School of
Dougan said.
state,
on. Heterosexism, the assumption that ev- Human Development. She teaches CHF
at Maine Coast Memorial Hos
A
doctor
eryone is or should be heterosexual, is a 351: Human Sexuality. Questionsfor Dr.
Ellsworth
pital
said Goff was being evalin
prevalent bias in our culture: homophobia Caron should he sent directly to the Maine
uated
following
the
incident, but had not
is defined as an intense dislike or fear of Campus. basement of Lord Hall. Copyadmitted
as
been
a
patient.
gay men and lesbian women,as well as the right Sandra L. Caron. 1993
fear of being perceived as homosexual.
I would not assume that your friends are
intentionally meaning to alienate you. It
may be that they are not ware of what you
view as their heterosexism.

A: If by "average-looking" you mean the majority
of women,then logically the majority must
be attractive since they attract others and
the human race continues. If only people
who look like models were attractive, the
birth rate would drop precipitously.
Not all men look for the same characzeristics, despite the messages from the media
about the ideal female form. In fact, over
time the ideal changes. I have a friend who's
rosy gentle curves would make her an ideal
in the 17th century. Relax and look for z: guy
whose ideal is not the media stereotype.
Q: I have net er really had a good
relationship. One minute I'm bead-overheels in lose with someone and the next
minute I'm not interested at all. I wonder if I can ever find that special someone. Female, Junior
A: The secret to finding someone to love
is first finding someone to like. A true love
relationship takes time — it's not something
one jumps into lightly.

Tall trees tower triumphantly,
tickling tiny terns.
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•Growing up

GSS urges student
Study shows life is tougher
action against budget for moody adolescents
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By Randy Robinson
Staff Writer
Student Government President Brent
Littlefield wants students to fight against
the state's proposal to defer an $11 million payment to UMaine until fiscal year
1994.
Speaking to the General Student Senate
Wednesday night, Littlefield said the proposal,"is not a done deal. We can fight this.
We can get it back."
Littlefield said he traveled to University
of Maine at Augusta to talk with other students about the proposal, and wants to work
with students throughout the University of
Maine System to fight against the deferment.
Littlefield said students should not cut
classes to go to meetings of the Appropriations Committee, which will discuss the
proposal.
He said that would damage the image of
UMaine students.
In related business. Littlefield said GSS
should recommend that the Board of Trustees not raise tuition for next year; he said
"that should be the last alternative." GSS
agreed with the recommendation.
He added only the ROT can raise tuition.

not the governor or the state legislature.
Student representatives will be sent to the
BOT meeting in Augusta on Jan. 25.
In other business, GSS voted to send to
the English department for re-writing a proposed referendum. The referendum currently reads:
"Would you favor supporting the Faculty Senate's position in demanding that the
Department of Defense rescind its policy of
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in R.O.T.C.,and that if the demand is
not met, that the University will begin to
disassociate itself from R.O.T.C. by the fall
semester of 19947
The GSS will vote on whether to accept
the non-binding referendum on Jan. 26.
According to the Fair Election Practices
Commission, that is the last day on which
the referendum can be added to the ballot. If
accepted, the referendum will appear on the
ballots printed for the Student Government
presidential and vice-presidential elections
on Feb. 9.
The Senate also announced that inauguration ceremonies for President Fred
Hutchinson will begin at 11 a.m. on Thursday. Jan. 21 at Alfond Arena. A buffet will
follow at noon in Wells Commons; price is
$6 pe,- person.

Unusually unreal, uppity urchins undulated underwater.1

Discover
nature

NEW YORK(AP) — Memo to moody
adolescents: If you think everythir,g has
been going wrong lately, you may be on to
something.
Researchers have found new evidence
that one reason life is so unhappy for many
young adolescents is that they face a bumper
crop of distressing events.
What's more, adolescents seem to be
thrown more by a pileup of bad events than
younger kids are.
Evidence for this double-whammy in
early adolescence is presented in January's
issue of the journal Developmental Psychology by Reed Larson of the University of
Illinois in Urbana and Mark Ham of the
Human Development Center in Duluth,
Minn.
The work supports earlier studies, commented child development expert Jeanne
Brooks-Gunn of Columbia University in
New York,adding that even positive events
may contribute to an adolescent's emotional
turmoil.
Puberty and the transition to junior high
also generally contribute, noted Dr. Daniel
Offer, director of adolescent research at
Northwestern Medical School. He called
the Larson-Ham study "excellent."
Larson said distressing events and bad
day-to-day mood probably promote each other,as when a distressed student gets into fights.
He and Ham studied 483 students in fifth
through ninth grades.They were drawn from

senior
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25,
26,
27th

Meetings every Wednesday night
at 7:30 pm in the Memorial Union

Substance Abuse Treatment Program

9-12

"Live-In Volunteer"
Wellspring, Inc. has an opening for a Live In Volunteer for the Women's Halfway House
The \,k omen's residential program serves 13 women,ages I h and ()Met,skho are recovering
from substance abuse-alcohol and chemical addictions.
Duties include supervision of the halfway house, Sunday through Thursda
from 10am • 7am beginning as soon as possible.
Applicants must he chemical fret and have good listening and
1

Volunteer work at \Veilspring provides an ex
are interested in gaining exposure to and e
treatment Free room and hoard are included
To apply, please semi your resume,
Marianne H. Pinkham
Human Resources Director
Wellspring, Inc.
98 Cumberland Street
Bangor Maine 04401

1-5
memorial

room
memorial

vet volunteer position.

union

by a cover letter to:

Wellspring, Inc. is a private
non-profit organization that
provides residential and
outpatient services to adults,
adolescents, and families.

last
chance

four predominantly white neighhorlp)ods in
Iwo Chicago suburbs that Larson declined
to identify.
The students wore a beeper for a week.
When it beeped at random times, they recorded their moods on scales ranging from
happy to unhappy, friendly to angry and
cheerful to irritable.
Researchers recorded the percentage of
times each child's overall mood was negative, and compared that to the number of
"negative life events" each kid had reported experiencing over the prior six months.
Negative events included things like worsening relationships with parents and siblings,
being suspended or otherwise disciplined in
school,changing schools,breaking up with a
boyfriend or girlfriend and falling out with a
close friend or group of friends.
Adolescents — defined as seventh
through ninth graders — were more likely
than younger students to have dealt with
seven or more negative events,35 percent to
24 percent. And among all students in this
hard-luck group, adolescents fell "down"
about 23 percent of the time they were
beeped,versus about 13 percent for younger
students.
Perhaps adolescents are more affected
by a pileup of bad events because they worry,
about the past and the future and things
outside their immediate environment, while
younger children live more in the here and
now. Larson said in a telephone interview.
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•Men
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• •Town lawmaker trying to
ate Chancellor's position
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AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)— A freshman just thinks more cuts should be made at the
lawmaker says he's determined to keep his top of the university sytem.
campaign promise to push for the disman"Let's start working from the top down,
tlement of the chancellor's office of the he said.
University of Maine System.
Coffman believes eliminating the office
Rep. Ralph Coffman,D-Old Town.said and its more than 100 jobs could save as
the chancellor's office is top-heavy with much as $10 million, although he acknowladministrators, costs too much and dupli- edged he did not know for sure.
cates services at the seven campuses.
Chancellor's spokesman Kent Price
"I think it's got a good shot. Believe me, said that, while Coffman's idea may have
this is serious," he said.
some political appeal, it would actually
Coffman,42, founder of the United In- cost money because centralized managejured Workers of Maine,said he has nothing ment is the most efficient way to run the
against Chancellor Robert Woodbury. He
stem

•Safety issue::

Contractor may be fined for
safety violations at USM
PORTLAND,Maine(AP)— Federal
regulators on Tuesday proposed fining a
Massachusetts contractor more than
$50,000 for several alleged workplace
safety violations at a construction site at
the University of Southern Maine.
The Occupational Safety and Health
Administration proposed fining B.H.Cutler,Inc.of Worcester, Mass.over alleged
violations at the university library.

The most serious violation was the lack
of protection against falls for workers doing roof work about 86 feet above the
ground,said C. William Freeman,Iff, OSHA's area director for Maine.
"At this worksitc we found that employees engaged in stripping and cleaning
a roof lacked any protection against falls
and therefor faced potential plunges of 86
feet to the ground," said Freeman.

Presidential
Outstanding
Teaching Award
In recognition of the importance of outstanding
teaching to the University of Maine, the Pres'
dential Outstanding Teaching Award willagain
be presented this year at the Spring Honors
Convocation.
The Award is presented annually to a tenured
University of Maine faculty member who has
demonstrated outstanding commitment to and
ability in the teaching area while maintaining a
commitment to scholarship and public service.
The recipient will receive a medallion and a
check for $1,500.
Nominees will be screened by a committee consisting primarily of faculty and students. The
committee will identify the two most qualified
individuals and recommend them to the president. The committee will report to the Office of
Academic Affairs.
The deadline for receipt of nominations is February 28, 1993. Nomination forms can be obtained from the Office of Academic Affairs, 209
Alumni Hall,or by calling ext. 1617. MI In II

Honored

By Wen
Voluntee

John Kricfalusi, creator and former producer of "Ren and Stimpy," entertained a capacity crowd at Hauck Auditorium last night. For a review of the
event, see Friday's Maine Campus.(Lachowski photo.)

Meet fascinating peop e.

Do exciting things.

Make big bucks;

your name in this paper.

Eterna flame guaranteed.
Some of these promises are true - to find out which ones, call
City Editor Kim Dineen at 581-1270 or Volunteer Coordinator
Shannon Judd at 581-3061 to start your staff or volunteer writing
career.

The Maine Campus:
'A good thing to do and the right way to do it.
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•Memorial

•Shooting

Admirers pay tribute to Audre
Lorde,feminist writer and poet

Honored poet Audre

Lorde.

By Wendy E. Copson
Volunteer Writer

erhe

A large crowd gathered in the Memorial
Union on Tuesday for a tribute and memorial
to Audre Lorde, an African-American feminist writer and poet laureate who died last
November after a long battle with cancer.
The Jan. 19 tribute was sponsored by the
NN omen in Curriculum program.

Reading from several of her 17 volumes of
poetry, essays and autobiography, Kathleen
Lignell, Tina Passman, Suzanne Duval, Kathryn Slott and Ki thleen March shared the profound insights orde had regarding racial and
sexual prejudice.
Gentle music from a piano and vibraphone
complemented the poetry being read. At the
beginning and end of the memorial. Lorde's
voice was heard from the back of the room
coming from a cassette recorder,lending identity to the words read.
Lorde was born in Manhattan on Feb. 18,
1934. She graduated from Hunter College and
Columbia University School of Library 'Science. She was an English professor at Hunter
College and gave lectures throughout the United States, Europe and Africa.
Active in literary and political organizations,she was a founding member ofthe Women of Color Press and Sisterhood in Support of
Sisters in South Africa.
An outspoken lesbian, Lorde served on the
board of the Feminist Press in New York City.
She was honored by Mario Cuomo with the
Walt Whitman Citation of Merit in 1991,which
made her the pc: i laureate of New York. In
1989,she received an American Book Award
for a collection ofessays titled"Burst ofLight."
She was also given the Manhattan Borough
President's Award for Excellence in the Arts in
1988 and honorary doctorates from Hunter,
Oberlin and Haverford Colleges.

Lorne wrote"The Cancer Journals" which
traced the disease which began as breast
cancer and after 14 years ended her life at het
home in St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands on
Nov. 17, 1992 at the age of 58.
Passman, associate professor of classical
languages and literatures, read aloud at the
tribute saying,'This black lesbian poet,essay ist and warrior spoke to and for all women,
leaving a legacy wise and insightful, inflammatory and revolutionary.
"Her life was a call to arms - to social
change, individual transformation and to the
awakening arms of other women.
"She created a vision that can be summed
up in these simple words, with all their resounding implications: 'I am your sister,"
she said.
According to Passman, Lorde embraced
the role of the conscience of American feminism, valuing difference and never letting us
forget the notion"woman"is as diverse as the
notion "human."
Lorde is survived by hercompanion,Gloria Joseph of St. Croix, her son Jonathan
Rollins, a daughter Elizabeth Lorde-Rollins
and four sisters. Her marriage to Edwin Rollins had ended in divorce.
Also known by her adopted African name,
Gamba Adisa, Lorde refers in her writing to
an ancient African nation called Dahomey.
See LORDE on page 16

Man kills

ex-wife during
filming
MIAMI(AP) -- The TV crew was filming
Emilio Nunez placing flowers on his teen-age
daughter sgrave,grieving wer her suicide.Then,
his fornwr wife showed up unexpectedly.
As the camera rolled, Nutley lunged at the
woman,put a 9mtn semiautomatic handgun to
her head and pulled the trigger, emptying the
full clip, the cameraman said Tuesday.
Nunez.34,kept firing even after the woman fell to the ground, said police Lt. Lou
Cavallo,w hoconfi nned that Monday'sshooting was on the tape. The woman, Maritza
Martin Munoz,33, was dead at the scene.
Nunez remained at large Tuesday, though
his car was found.The Delray Beach man left his
current wife and stepson behind at the cemetery;
it wasn't clear whether they saw the shooting.
Police returned the videotape to the Spanish-language Telemundo network program
"Ocurrio Asi," or "It Happened Like This"
The producer of the show said the footage
would be aired Tuesday evening.
Joandra Nunez, the 15-year-old daughter
of Nunez and Ms. Martin, fatally shot herself
in the chest on Thanksgiving. Cavallo said
Nunez blamed Ms. Martin for their daughter's
death and that the woman feared him.
"It was pure coincidence when she appeared at the cemetery." Cruz said."I tried to
talk with her. ... He then jumped very close to
her. It was so fast. I was so close to her it was
unbelievable."

The Ideal American citizen?
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Where?: At the Bear's Den
When?:9 P.M., Thursday, Jan 21
Who?:YOU & SKINNY WHITE BOYS
What?: Entertainment-Cheap Drinks-Free Food-Beer w/ Maine I.D.
How?: with No Cover Charge!
Why?:Just Because!
Sponsored by SEA- Board of Student Government.
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Romero looks at life of Salvadoran archbishop
By Wendy E.
Copson
Volunteer Writer
The motion picture Romem began the film series
for Civil Rights Awareness month,bringing
home strong messages regarding issues of
human rights.
First released in 1989 when El Salvador
was more in the public eye, Romero is the

true story of Salvadoran archbishop Oscar
Romero who spoke out through weekly
broadcast sermons and standoffs between
military officials and the people,against the
poverty and murder destroying the people of
El Salvador.
"No soldier is obliged to obey an order
against the law of God," Romero said.
Beginning with a stream of hopeful peasants trying to get to the polls to vote in
February 1977, the film takes the viewer

IIci1th & Fitness Internship Opportunity
Champion International Corporation has an immediate temporal,
opening for a Health & Fitness Intern at its Bucksport, Maim
Publication Papers Mill. The Health & Fitness Intern will provick
basic health promotion services such as submaximal fitness evalua
tions, design and exercise prescriptions, instruct aerobics, blood
pressure measurements and supervise the exercise area. The candidatc
must be CPR certified. A student working towards a Bachelor's oi
Master's degree is preferred. An hourly wage is available and will bc
determined based on experience. Arrangements can be made to offer
flexible hours and vary the length ofthe internship. Send cover letter
stating your academic and work experience to:
Champion International Corporation
Health & Fitness Department
P.O. Box 1200
Bucksport, Maine 04416
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D

through heartwrenching moments where innocent people are kidnapped, tortured and
murdered. At one point, imprisoned for trying to free a hostage, Romero listens to the
torture of his fellow priest and yells out,"We
are human beings. We are human beings!"
The film was directed by John Duigan
and starred Raul Julia as Romero along with
Richard Jordan, Ana Alicia. and a compelling cast of actors.
"I was impressed by the quality of acting," said one moviegoer. "The depth of
emotion portrayed- by the characters was
obviously sincere."
According to Ethan Strimling, a graduate student at the University of Maine who
introduced the film, the picture is very important because it helps give viewers a global perspective; civil and human rights violations in other countries are considered
alongside the African,Asian,Franco-American and Native American issues which
Americans are more familiar with.
The film touches briefly on the U.S.
policy in El Salvador which Strimling said,
fed the anger in Romero. According to Strimling, the murders of those eighty thousand
people were indiscriminate,violent and completely unnecessary.
"Think about a global vision beyond our
borders,"Strimling said, who has done work
in El Salvador,"and how our policies affect
other countries."
Conflicts abound in the film between the
rich and the poor, the government and the
church, and between a nation of people

divided by power and greed,where the leaders are driven to he more like the United
States in developing monetary wealth.
Originally chosen as archbishop because
he was known as a book worm and a man of
frail constitution, Romero was ultimately
murdered for his outspoken protest of inequities and injustices as he celebrated a Eucharist Mass.
His initial self doubt vanished as he
witnessed the shooting deaths of fellow
priests, photos of disappeared loved ones
brought to him by their families and the
labelling of anyone who spoke of God, human rights or better wages as a communist.
"Will I go to heaven when I die?" asked
one young woman who was later kidnapped,
raped and shot at the edge ofa garbage dump
ravine."It's so bad down here,someone has
to take a stand. I need something to look
forward to."
According to Strimiling,Romero became
El Salvador's spiritual leader and helped get
its people through the torture and pain.
Knowing how Jesus was also persecuted
and tried to remain nonviolent in a violent
world, Romero told his congregation,"You
have not suffered alone, your pain and suffering, like his, will contribute to El Salvador's redemption."
Speaking also to himself, Romero said,
"No one has to fulfill an immoral law."
According to another viewer, a faculty
memberofUMaine,the discouraging thing is
that the facts are still the same in El Salvador,
but completely forgotten by the press.

with Susan Savell

Celebrating a
New Year of
Healing and
Joyfor Women

Open Rush
Freeze Football
Outside Stodder Hall
5:30pm Wednesday, January 20th

For more information call Craig

at 947-065R

Saturday, January 30, 1993
10am-4pm
The Wilsom Center
A-Frame
67 College Ave. Orono
Gather to explore through
music, meditation, story
telling, lecture and workshop
participation, the many ways
ofhealing ourselvesfrom any
life's painful experiences,
including experiences ofabuse.
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South Central portrays cultural world ofLos Angeles gangs
r
By Wendy E.
Copson
Volunteer Writer

Within the dark rhythms of the night
where the gangs rule, deals are made to
recapture Deuce's "hood" from a black
Kansas City immigrant drug dealer who has
Staring the viewer down taken over since Bobby's stay in the local
with harsh honesty,the film "pen". While he has been gone his friend
South Centra/-3hown as part of Civil Rights Ray Ray has assumed the role ofkeeping the
Awareness month activities-portrays the gang together. Bobby returns with his budcultural world of the Los Angeles gangs dies to his woman and discovers he has a
through the story of one young father's son.Plans are soon set in motion and Bobby
struggle through desperation to hope.
gets manipulated into shooting the drug
The film stars Glenn Plummer as Bobby pusher.
Johnson, a "Deuce" gang leader and father,
While serving his term of ten years Boband Carl Lumbly as Ali who teaches Bobby by meets Ali, his Muslim fellow prisoner,
how to change his life by changing his who teaches him how to change his attitude
attitude while he waits for parole in jail.
in a hardened world where black men are
Directed by Steve Anderson and pro- caught up in a cycle of hate started by their
duced by Oliver Stone,the film was released fathers who were not there to bring guidance
in September 1992.The story is based on the because they had ended up in the pen as well.
novel Crips by Los Angeles schoolteacher
"Break your cycle. We are brothers and
Donald Bakeer.
we'got to be there for our children," Ali said.

Meanwhile, Bobby's son grows up and
struggles without his father in a world of
drugs, lost family structure and blackagainst-black warfare where money controls all. Bobby's son Jimmy ;s shot as he
flees with a stolen car radio. The man who
shot him cries out, "I go to Vietnam to
protect my country but I can't protect my
own neighborhood."
During a standoff in jail between white
bullies and Bobby, Ali and several Muslim
men interfere.
"Do you acknowledge that a man is
standing here?" Ali said to the white men.
"Yes,"the white men finally agree as Bobby
realizes he has been defended on the basis he
is a human being and not a gang member.
Ali shows Bobby through the words of
black leaders Booker T. Washington, W.E.
B. Dubois, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and
Rev. Jesse Jackson how there is hope and

inner strength to be found.
When Bobby earns his parole after trying six times, his goal is to find his son who
is now ten.
"I am prepared to die to save my son,"
Bobby said,"thank you for helping me."
-Thank me by helping another," Ali said.
According to Joseph McBrie who was a
reviewer of South Central, the film rings a
loud alarm about the terrible price of society's indifference.
Moviegoer Tom Young notes it is a
pretty desperate situation these black people
live under, where there doesn't seem to be a
place for blacks in the economic structure
and there is a lot of black-on-black violence.
Comparing the movie to Boys in the
Hood, another viewer said South Central
had messages which stared you right in the
face whereas Boys in the Hood was more
subtle.
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Try it next Fall!

Canada

Contact Gail Yvon
Canada Year Coordinator
Canadian -American Center,
154 College Ave , Orono, ME 04473

The World Next Door

207-581-4225
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Here is the second reason why you should apply soon for a 1993-1994 Study Away Opportunit
y in

Canada

Canada Year provides an international experience as close
as neighboring New Brunswick or as far as British Columbia on the Pacific Coast,
February 8th deadline for some programs!

Come and Save.
YSARTS

3

TRAVEL STOP
ORONO, ME
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OFF all deli items

,,xpires 1/24
YSARTS

L......
For example our steak and cheese
sandwich regularly $2.99 is $1.99
with this coupon.

With this coupon you can get the
least expensive gas in the area!
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LCITGOJ
Homemade breads
and pies from Dysarts
Truckstop brought in
fresh everyday.

At Exit 52 in front of Black Bear Inn across from Burger King in Orono.
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Michael Timberlake

The war on drugs needs to end now.
Recently, Public Safety along with the Maine Drug Enforcement Agency and the Old Town Police Department reported the
results of a year-long drug investigation. They claim to have
intercepted thousands of dollars worth of drugs including LSD

and marijuana.
Great for them. By graciously patting themselves on the back in public, they
would have us all believe that they busted a large organized drug ring. But
what
really happened'?
The police certainly wouldn't want to admit it, but there is no drug ring at the
University of Maine,and they aren't the reason that one doesn't exist. Yes,there
are
a large number of people who use drugs. The police might even be surprised by that
number, which includes faculty and students alike.
The fact is, people have always used drugs, and people always will. We like to
get high. Although it is easy to understand that the police are just doing their jobs,
it is hard to understand their seek and destroy mentality. But they aren't completely
to blame. Fublic opiruon, ignorance, and the rufusal to accept another person's
lifestyle also play a role.
Let me ask this: What is worse a drunken idiot running around breaking
furniture in the dorm, or a small group of students sitting quietly in their room
smoking pot?
Sure, the pot is worse simply because it's illegal, but without the social
connotations attached, pot just becomes a matter of personal choice. It is the times
when one person's rights infringe on those of another that action needs to be taken.
What can we do? Asking anybody to accept drugs into their own lives would be
far beyond what anyone should ever be asked to do. But it isn't too much to allow
others to experience drugs in their own lives if they make the personal decision to
do so.
As for the police, they'll continue to arrest people, and they'll continue their
tactics ofsearching out drug dealers and setting up drug users. The only way we can
stop this is to make them. If what we are told is true, the people in this country have
the power to change the laws. Maybe legalization of all drugs isn't the way to go,
but taking some time to think about this issue, to examine its infinite grays in
between the black and white, will do us all some good.
It's appalling to hear the lies taught in school and the misconceptions portrayed
in television ads. What's going to happen to the 10-year-old who is told that
marijuana is bad, who then tries it only to find that what he was taught was a lie? I
hope is weighs heavy on his teacher's conscience when that student dies from a
heroin or cocaine overdose because he figures they must have been lying about the
dangers involved with these drugs too.
Education is how the problems associated with drug use will be solved. They
won't be solved with a war They won't be solved by closing your door and ignoring
them. They won't be solved by the government withholding the results of research
on drugs. These problems will only be solved by asking a lot ofquestions,opening
our minds, and looking for the truth.
Michael Timberlake would like to warn everyone that there is an immature, selfabsorbed youngster driving a red Volkswagon hue who is trying to run people over.
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•Campus vehicles

Stationary wagons
The fall of snow on the University of
Maine brings out more than additional
clothing for braving the weather.
As you stroll across UMaine soon
after a snow fall you notice them are
several university vehicles parked randomly on campus with snow piled on
them days after the storm has passed.
These are by no means old dump
trucks used to haul planks and supplies
around campus. These are Ford Explorers, Chevy Celebrities and Chrysler minivans that are simply parked, and are not
being used resourcefully for the UMaine
community.
Any one ofthese vehicles could be put
to good use,when notneeded for university
service, transporting students to spats
events from the doorsteps of their dorms
(especially students with disabilities),oron
a broader view to provide transportation for
on-campus residents unable to drive for
assorted reasons during the weekend.

The state of Maine provides money to
the university to buy these vehicles which
are not quite as needed as they appear to
be. Students tuition also pays for these
vehicles to remain stationary for days at a
time until a university personnel needs to
make a trip off or merely across campus.
At this time more than ever, after
President Hutchinson's recent budget
briefing,do we as membersofthe UMaine
community need to conserve our resources and put them to the fullest use they can
provide us with.
This does not necessitate the overall
haltofuniversity vehiclesbeing purchased.
This simply implies when the vehicles are.
purchased it should be due only to the fact
that all other university vehicles are being
used to their fullest extent at that time.
The vehicles we currently occupy on
campus should be used to provide a transportation resource instead ofsupporting an
inch or two ofsnow with their roofs.(SRT)
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•Steinem

More quality speakers needed
The overflow crowd at Gloria Steinem's lecture Monday at the Maine Center for the Arts proved once and for all that
the University of Maine is capable of
getting something right--bring a quality
speaker to campus and the student body
will come.
Too often, UMaine students can be
heard complaining that there is little to do
in Orono. Frequently, it's an excuse to
drink and wreak havoc,but it is true that it
is sometimes hard tofind much interesting
around this campus. Steinem was more
than interesting; she was enlightening.
She was funny,like when she told an
anecdote about how her staff at Ms. magazine sat down figured out exacth how a

dud like Spiro Agnew ever got to be vice
president.
She was flexible. discussing varying
issues such as race, menopause and Bill
Clinton with a polished, yet pointed manner.l-ater,she let the crowd take the reigns
in an open discussion period.
And ofcourse,she was controversial.
Anyone who saw the pro-life picketers at
the building's enterance realized that before she uttered a single word.
Butthe best thing aboutthe whole lecture
was the many different faces in the crowd.
If all it takes is an appearance by a
gifted speaker to bring people together on
this campus, it is certainly something we
need more often.(CIF)
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Mad About Budget Cuts? Write Augusta!
DISTRICT 1
Kenneth F. Lemont(R-Kittery)

DISTRICT 28
Fred L. Richardson(D-Portland)

DISTRICT 47
Ernest C. Greenlaw(R-Standish)

DISTRICT 66
Albert P. Gamache (D-Lewlston)

DISTRICT 2
David N. Ott(R-York)

DISTRICT 29
Michael F. Brennan (I3-Portland)

DISTRICT 48
Harry G.Tule(R-Fryeburg)

DISIRICT 67
Georye F. Ricker(D-Lewiston)

DISTRICT 3
John P. Marshall(R-Eliot)

DISTRICT 30
G. Steven Rowe(D-Portland)

DISTRICT 49
Alvin L Barth, Jr.(R-Bethel)

DISTRICT 68
Joline Landry Beam (13-Lewiston)

DISTRICT 4
Wesley Farnum(R- South Berwick)

DISTRICT 31
Elizabeth Townsend(D-Portland)

DISTRICT 50
Richard A. Bennett(R-Norway)

DISTRICT 69
Roger M. Pouliot

DISTRICT 5
Eleanor M. Murphy(R- Berwick)

DISTRICT 32
Annette M.Hoglund(D- Portland)

DISTRICT 51
Brenda Birney Quint(R-Paris)

DISTRICT 70
Michael J. Fitzpatrick(D-Durham)

DISTRICT 6
Joseph G.Carleton, Jr.(R-Wells)

DISTRICT 33
William B. O'Gara(D-Westbrook)

DISTRICT 52
Robert A Cameron(R-Rumford)

DISTRICT 71
John Jalbert(13-Lisbon)

DISTRICT 7
Jack L. Libby (R- Kennehunk)

DISTRICT 34
William Lemke(D-Westbmok)

DISTRICT 53
Phyllis R. Erwin(D-Rumford)

DISTRICT 72
Albert G. Stevens(R-Sabattus)

DISTRICT 8
Jason D. Wentworth (13- Arundel)

DISTRICT 35
Gerald A. Hillock(R-Gorham)

DISTRICT 54
Conrad Heeschen(D-Wilton)

DISTRICT 73
Lorraine N. Chonko(D-Topsham)

DISTRICT 9
Donald H. Gean (13-Alfred)

11111mmr

DISTRICT 10
Mona Walker Hale(D-Sanford)
DISTRICT 11
Robert B. Carr(R-Sanford)
DISTRICT 12
Edward L. Caron, Jr.(D-Biddeford)
DISTRICT 13
l_lcien A Dutremble(D-Biddeford)

DISTRICT 74
Maria Glen Holt(I)-Bath)

The Maine Campus urges you to write to
your State Representative
do Maine House of Representatives
Office of the Clerk
Augusta,ME 04333-0002

DISTRICT 75
Mary E. Small(R-Bath)
DISTRICT 76
James Reed Coles(D-Harpswell)
DISTRICT 77
Charles H. Heino(R-Boothbay)
DISTRICT 78
Marie L. Kilkelly(D -Wiscasset)

DISTRICT 14
Charles C. Plourde(D-Biddeford)

DISTRICT 79
Robert N. Spear(R-Nobleboro)

DISTRICT 15
Willis A. Lord (R-Waterboro)

DISTRICT 80
Richard N.Simoneau(R-Thomaston)

Or Call 1-800-423-2900

DISTRICT 16
James D. Libby(R-Buxton)
DISTRICT 17
George J. Kerr(D-Old Orchard Beach)
DISTRICT 18
Guy R. Nadeau(D-Saco)
DISTRICT 19
Peggy A. Pendleton(R-Scarborough)
DISTRICT 20
Joan M.Pendexter(R-Scarborough)
DISTRICT 21
Stephen P. Simonds(13-Cape Elizabeth)
DISTRICT 22
Santo S. DiPietro(D-South Portland)
DISTRICT 23
Peter A. Cloutier(1)-South Portland)
DIST RIM'24
Birger T. Johnson (13-South Portland)
DISTRICT 25
Anne M. Rand(D-Portland)
DISTRICT 26
James V. Oliver(13-Portland)
DISTRICT 27
Herbert C. Adams(D-Portahid)

DISTRICT 81
James G.Skoglund(D-St. George)
DISTRICT 36
Anne M.Larrivee(D-Gorham)

DISTRICT 55
Edward L. Dexter(R-Kingfield)

DISTRICT 37
Carol A. Kontos(D-Windham)

DISTRICT 56
Ronald C. Bailey(R-Farmington)

DISTRICT 31s
Joseph B. Taylor(R-Cumberland)

DISTRICT 57
Edward L. Pineati(D-Jay)

DISTRICT 39
Gary W.Reed(R-Falmouth)

DISTRICT 58
Richard H.C. Tracy (I3-Rome)

DISTRICT 40
Judith C. Foss(R-Yarmouth)

DISTRICT 59
Roy I. Nickerson(R-Turner)

DISTRICT 41
James Mitchell(13 Freeport)

DISTRICT 60
Rosalie H. Aikman(R-Poland)

DISTRICT 42
Charlene B. Ryden(D-Brunswick)

DISTRICT 61
John M. Michael(D-Auburn)

DISTRICT 43
Sophia D. Pfeiffer(D-Brunswick)

DISTRICT 62
Constance D. Cote (I3-Auburn)

DISTRICT 44
Donnell P. Carroll(D-Gray)

DISTRICT 63
Susan E. Dore(13-Auburn)

DISTRICT 45
Joseph Bruno(R-Raymond)

DISTRICT 64
Vivian St Onge(13-Greene)

DIcTRW746
Leslie Kutasi, Jr.(R-Bridgton)

INSTRICT M
John A. Abbot(D-Lewiston)

DISTRICT 82
Rita B. Melendy(D-Rockland)
DISTRICT 83
Lawrence F. Nash(R-Camden)
DISTRICT 84
James S. Bowers(13-Washington)
DISTRICT 85
Gail M.Chase(D-Chlna)
DISTRICT 86
Marc J. Vigue(D-Winslow)
DISTRICT 87
Elizabeth H. Mitchell(D-Vassalboro)
DISTRICT 88
Beverly C. Daggett(13-Augusta)
DISTRICT 89
Patrick E. Paradis(D-Augusta)

To Be Continued...
The remainder of the state
legislators will appear in our
next issue.
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Your Daily
MeneageS Horoscope
By Carl Paul
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By Mike Smith
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For Wednesday, January 20
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Whether rich or poor, you are driven by
ambition. You crave position, power, and
recognition, and will go to great lengths to
realize your dreams. You are very independent and have few limitations. What your
imagination says should be, you iron will
forges into reality.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): If you
beat around the bush regarding your plans,
you shouldn't expect to elicit cooperation
from those around you. Be forthright with
your friends and associates and you'll get
the support you need.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): Joining
forces with a stalwart associate makes good
business sense for both of you. Your financial skill and their charismatic leadership
ability makes for a dynamite combination!
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): If you
need some advice concerning a delicate
matter, don't accept just anyone's opinion
as gospel. A younger family member's experience is too narrow in scope to be able to
help, despite their good intentions.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): Health is
highlighted during this cycle, making this
an ideal time to arrange for a complete
physical so you can formulate a healthier
game plan.Take stock of your resources and
use them to the fullest!
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): You may find
your mind wandering back in time to simpler days, and a certain someone who made
your life special stands out. Instead ofjust
thinking about them, pick up the phone!
You'll make their day!
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): With a
little extra effort on thejob or at school, you
can quickly put some distance between you
and your closest competitor! By applying
yourself now, you can save yourself a lot of
grief later.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): The oldboy network is still the best way to get your
foot in the door, so don't hesitate to use a
friend's influence to your advantage. It's up
to you to seize the opportunity when it's
presented to you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Others
tend to hear what they want to,so don'tleave
anything to chance. Be thoughtful and succinct when communicating instructions or
you run the risk of being misunderstood.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): A
casual acquaintance who hovers at the edge
of your social circle would like to know you
better. Look for a way to include them in
our social plans so you can find out more
about each other.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19) Although some things are beyond your control, make productive use oftime during the
inevitable delays that you encounter. Making good use of otherwise wasted time puts
you that much further ahead.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Your
frantic search for a quick way around an
irritating delay is to no avail. The only feasible option is to wait it out. Play the waiting
game and you will succeed eventually.
PISCES(Feb. 19 - March 20): Taking
(lec in a dispute at work ---'y sci yrs to add
tuel to the fire. Try to defuse tension between co-workers with a tactful approach.
Take all the time you need to sort through
interpersonal problems.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
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Carl Paul
Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

For Thursday, January 21
IFTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:You
are gifted with a rich intuitive understanding of
the inner logic of things. Quiet confidence in
your knowledge helps you present an easy
self-assurance that should be shared with others, perhaps in the role of a teacher. You are a
source ofinspiration to all those you come into
contact with.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19):Friends are
there for you to lean on, providing a secure
source of support during troubled times. By
sharing your innermost thoughts, you place a
cornerstone upon which lasting trust can be
built.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): An idealistic influence guides your decisionsand brightens working relationships. Your bossis unusually friendly and approachable,affording you
the opportunity to straighten out a recent misunderstanding.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20): Educational pursuits continue to be of paramount importance, as a loving aspect brings your deepest
feelings for those close to you out in the open
as well! Express these heartfelt emotions to
others.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): You may
have to shelve your libido when a financial
matter that could involve taxes requires your
attention. It's hard to focus on practical concerns when you're under a romantic spell, but
give it your best shot.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): The forward
momentum continues in existing romantic
ties, perhaps leading to the next step! There is
a strong social aspect as well,as uncommitted
Lions and Lionesses meet someone special at
a party or business gathering.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept. 22): Seemingly
minor details can make or break you now.You
can make giant strides in a current venture,but
you must keep your eyes on the small but
meaningful issues that keep everything runrung together.
LIBRA (Sept.23- Oct.22): A love letter
may brighten your day as this period favors
both romance and correspondence. Reach out
to a friend who you've lost touch with and
you'll restore a valued bond.
SCORPIO(Oct.23 - Nov.11): You may
getcaught completely off guard by the sudden
and intense physical attraction you feel for a
attworker.Before acting on this impulse,consider the awkward situation that may result.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21):
When neighbors get together to discuss local
problems, your ideas have a much greater
impact than you anticipate. A group effort
would benefit from your participation, so get
involved!
CAPRICORN ',Dec. 22- Jan. 19) When
things start to get difficult, think of it as the
darknessjust before the dawn.Once you master
the new skills and techniques you're studying,
the sun will rise and your efforts are less pained.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Communication is light and easy between family
members,making this a good time to broach a
delicate subject you've been meaning to discuss. You may find it necessary to take a trip to
address personal affairs.
PISCES(Feb. 19 - March 20): The odd
tempo of recent days that has left you feeling
outofsorts finally subsides,as propercommunication is restored. Secrets are brought out
into the light of day where they can be addressed openly.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
34 Actress Farrow
ACROSS
ComedienneI Electrical-power 36

singer becomes
author
41 Formicid
42 Astronaut
Armstrong
43 On a cruise
44 Tetaes
4s MCIX - MVII
becomes golfer
43 Power
is Before, in poesy
49 Luna's descent
20 Viftles
below the
21 Cozy place
horizon
22 Small rivers
53 Navy jail
24 Hockey great
55 Tight
23"We
the
56 Hole-in-one
World"
57 Former champ
26 Lowered in rank
becomes
30 At a distance
teacher of the
blind
33 Caspian feeder
unit
5 Diamond corner
9 Vehicles
13 Pelvic bones
14 Not so many
Is Above
16 Singer

ANSWER TO

LIS

S R I

a

R
MARL i
ABIEL
MI DOLEM AN
IDEA,IR I ✓ E
GA E Y
E.EffilY

63 College official
64 Bar order
65 Cereal spikes

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention. contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon,or stop by the office in the
basement of Lord Hall.
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4 III5

6

7

1

1

10 "IT

12

15
is
21

66 Adherents

202,1

PIM

DOWN
I Rubs with cloth
13

2 Watchful
3 Striped cat
4 Label

N41

19
.

42

5 Root vegetables
6 Fills with fearful

44
reverence
7 Arrange
11 Stray
S3 S4
9 Secret
10 Rara -57
11 Let
12 Theater sign
61
14 Olympic symbol
17 Once around
Sol

'RENS
ATME
K I ER
E NAL
A H OLE

I

62 Characteristic

UVEA
KING 111 Register
ENOA 23 Deserve
BERS 24 Poet translated
by Edward
RAY
FitzGerald
EESE 26 One-on-one
combats
S TON
27 Historic period
TS
211 Flightless birds

AV I
BEA
MITA
WI N
ALOOF
E R

61 Caen's river

No. 1208

47

45
44

33 Letters before
an alias
37 Blue dye
311 Morays
Pandowdy
40 Actor Conrad

29 Game cubes

45 More
malevolent

30 M.0.'s org.
31 Norse neighbor

47 Whit

32 Feed the kitty

49 Fla. trees

46 Place of trial

49

SO

Si

5

SO
511

59

60

50 Soupy from

SS Despot

NC
Si Renown
52 High schoolers

57 Chore

53 Auger

54 Peace Nobelist
Cassin

ss All-purpose
trk
53 Novelist Levin
So January 13 in
Genova

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-9004205656(Mt each minute).

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-728-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and eompatability, work, money, eareAr.
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Invest in Maine Coalition looks for support
its future.
"Essentially our analysis is an investment
that the state makes in its future tax base," he
said."In the long run you lose more money by
taking money out of the university, reducing
the education level ofthe people ofthe state of
Maine,reducing the opportunities and industries that can come to the state; there's only so
much you can take from the university before
it's no longer a quality institution.
"And that means the people in the state of
Maine lose their investment in higher education and we end up having a higher tax base in
the future," Smith said.
The group said they would also like to
hold the governor accountable for what many
believe was his less than forthright handling
of the budget situation.
"We feel that these cuts and these propos-

als came down without any prior knowledge."Blease said."Up until a week and a half
ago some legislators had told me they had no
idea we were $35 million in the hole.
"Someone in state government mustknow
what's going on or have some idea about
that," she said.
"As the people of Maine we'd like to
know what is happening in a timely fashion so
we can take appropriate action and we can
find other viable means of making up the
money."
In order to take appropriate action, IMF
has organized a three-part plan. First,organization is urging all concerned university community members to sign a petition urging
Faculty Senate to cancel classes on Jan. 28 so
faculty, staff and students can travel to Augusta to lobby on behalf of the UM System.

from page 3
The group is also circelating another
petition which encourages the legislature to
defeatthe governor's proposals.Finally,IMF
will be holding a rally on Jan. 25 at noon
between the Fogler Library and the Union to
inform and unite the university community
on the crisis facing the future. Both petitions
are available at the IMF table in the Union
lobby or in the Off Campus Board office on
the third floor of the Union.
While actions such as petitions,rallies and
lobbying usually fall under the guise of student govemmert,IMF member and UMaine
student Brian Parker said the group was designed to include staff and administrators.
"Something like this might be organized
by student government,and the primary reason we formed the IMF coalition is to disassociate directly with it having the feel of a

Steinem packs the MCA
"Looking at history as ifeveryone mattered."
"It was she(Steinem)who inspired generation of women to aspire to careers in business,
government and academia — to break out ofthe
traditional molds held for women," said Julia
Watkins, interim vice-president for academic
affairs who introduced Steinem.
Not everyone was in support of Steinem's
views. About 20 members ofthe Maine chapter
of Feminists for Life stood outside MCA voicing their opposition to abortion.
As a program for Civil Rights Awareness
Month,Steinem's speech focused on the need

from page I

fora multi-cultural approach to teaching history. distant,plaster sainteven though we havefinally
"It is desperately important that we learn not achieved this very precious thing. But do we
only the rest ofourdistant history,but that°four think about the fact that he was murdered at the
current history
We don't know not only the age of 39 and it would have meant if he would
whole ofhistory before--but we alSO don'tknow have lived."
what has fully happened within our own lifeSteinem listed many examples of historical
time," she said.
oversight and disregard for women,blacks and
"If we are to understand the example that Native Americans' experiences. For example,
Martin Luther King presented to us, we have to 12 women studied to be astronauts along with
know about his life and know how his life is a John Glenn in the 1950s,but they are not in the
very practicable source of information and in- history books or the film "The Right Stuff."
spiration for our lives," Steinem said.
"They held congressional hearings to pm"But I fear that he's being turned into a test the fact that they were excluded from being

PIZZA ONG
866-5505

King size savings
on pizzas and subs

154 Park Street

free delivery to campus

r2
Medium Pizzas1
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•
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Ii'
1
.
?
4. l(e
— Olit.
amemow

1 $9.99 1

1
I

I—

w/coupon
good until 2/15
not valid with any
other offers

'student' complaint, `Oh the students are
complaining because their tuition is getting
raised.'
"That's not the case," he said.'The case is
that the whole University of Maine System is
being affected;so in our statement of purpose
we specify that it is a cooperative effort to
state the case for essentially education.
"Part of our understanding is that one of
the reasons the university gets tagged with
these cuts (is) that we in general don't say
anything or provide any resistance," Parker
said."We think that's an unfair reason."
IMF is encouraging all inteeested administration, staff and students to get involved
with their efforts. For more information on
circulating or signing petitions, or on the
lobbying trip to Augusta, call IMF at 5811840.
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astronauts. And most ofus think that Sally Ride
wasthe first woman qualified to be an astronaut;
but out there right now are those women still
trying to be the explorers that they were born to
be," Steinem said.
Another neglected group mentioned by Steinem wasthe people ofAfrica The lack ofmedia
attention there robs people of daily history, she
said.
"Some people were robbed from Africa and
carried off into slavery and then all of us were
robbed of Africa. We do not learn history in our
daily newspapers as it is truly reflected in the
world," she said.
Historians again ignored another continent,
North America,at least the history ofthat continent before Europeans arrived.
"Why is it we begin to study the history of
thiscountry when Europeansarrived?Thecountry was here fora very long time before that with
very sophisticated, interesting, developed nations and cultures," Steinem said.
"We have learned from discovering fossils
that human beings have been on this earth far
longer than we thought 30 years ago,"Steinem
said. "In fact, what we refer to as history is
something like three percent of the entirety of
human history."
Steinem drew (reflections between racial
and sexual oppression, stating women's struggles are the same as different races' struggles;
those in power-exploited women'ssexuality and
people's skin color to keep control.
"There is a deep mason why these caste
systemsgotogether.. .In a deep practical sense,
women cannot be free as long as racism survives.One movementcan'tsucceed withoutthe
other," she said.
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GREEKSA CLUBS

$1,000 AN HOUR!
Each member of your frat.
sorority, team club. etc
pitches in lust one hour
and your group can raise
$1.000 in lusta few days'

Plus a chance to earn
$1,001 for yourself!
Cancun is the place to be m March and now's the time to book while there is space available! Price includes
roundtrip airfare from
Boston, transfers, and seven night's hotel stay at a quad rate; is based on availability, subject to change

No cost No ohlroatton

1300-932-0526. ext. 65

and cancellation dtarges.

The official on-campus travel agency ofthe University of Maine
Call Karen, Kim or Kim at 581-1400 or 800-370-0999 Chadbourne Hall M-F 8 to 5

LAJS arlson Travel Network
The Only Way To Travel.'

CAN YOU MANAGE
ON AN EXTRA
$2,500?
Practical experience for
Business/Marketing Majors:
Manage credit card promotions
on campus for a Naitonal
Marketing Firm.Hoursflyable.
Earn up to $2,500Aerm.
CALL14300-950-8472,Ext.17.
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Iraq asks Clinton to abandon Bush's air' mid campaign
BAGHDAD,Iraq(AP)— Iraq on Tuesday asked President-elect Clinton to abandon
George Bush's air raid campaign, insisting
that continued U.S. attacks will do anything
but force cooperation with U.N. weapons
inspectors.
The message was sent as Arab states appeared to be distancing themselves from the
U.S.-led Persian GulfWarcoalition theyjoined
to force Iraqi occupation forces from Kuwait
two years ago.
As the death toll mounts from the attacks,
Russia is also raising objections. It issued an
unexpected demand after Monday's attack
that the United States get explicit U.N. permission before launching further raids.
In an "open letter" published in the AlThawra newspaper today,Saddam Hussein's
chief spokesman at first sounded conciliatory, saying "Iraq is not an enemy of America
and does not want to be."
But, Abdul-Jabbar Mohsen added, "Iraq
is an enemy of imperialist policies that were
practiced against Iraq and against its Arab
brothers."
"Save your country from a lot of problems that, if they remain, will bring your

country down," Mohsen advised Clinton,
who on Monday said he "will not waver"
from Bush's policies of demanding that Iraq
abide by U.N. resolutions.
Iraq says43 people have been killed and at
least 45 injured in the allied bombing and
cruise missile attacks that began last week and
mostly targeted missile and radar sites.
Baghdad was quiet today, but anti-American outrage was not far below the boiling
point.
lite official Iraqi News Agency said Saddam would pay a reward of about $15,000 to
any "heroes" who shoot down an enemy
missile. But Iraqi gunners might not have a
shot at American cruise missiles for some
time.
The Washington Post today quoted an
unidentified senior U.S. official as saying
President Bush has ordered the last raid on
Iraq of his term, which ends Wednesday.
The Defense Ministry's newspaper, AlQaddisiya, wrote today that Bush has •'added
pages full of shame to his black record ...
while packing his bags, he sent shells of his
spite on Sunday to the heart of Baghdad ..."
In an apparent bid to bolster his public

Custodian layoffs explained

from page 3

units.Custodians,for example,are represent- budget. For the next several months, we will
ed by the Teamsters' Union. And each of have to limit most ofour maintenance to only
these contracts specifies the amount of a emergency types ofjobs and to those involvlayoff and the amount of severance pay that ing health and safety.Thus,cutting back in the
shall be awarded.
maintenance projects and reducing the size of
In the case of the custodians, they must the custodial force are really the only means
have a two week notice and in mostcases with available to achieve the necessary savings.
lower seniority two weeks severance pay.By
This brings up the question of how it was
contrast, most faculty are academic year ap- determined who should be laid off. Again,
pointments with 18-month severance provi- the contrast between the custodians and their
sions in the rare cases that severance is even union specifies in detail how the seniority
possible. Most professionals require several list shall be developed, and Facilities Manmonths notice and receive six months sever- agement simply complied with the specifiance pay. And most administrators are on cations of the contract in making this deterfiscal year contracts that the University is mination.
obligated to carry out. Accordingly,it is very
Those of us involved in this decision sinunlikely that any money whatsoever could be cerely regret that the circumstances of the
saved in the present fiscal year iffaculty,non- situation leave us little choice but to carry out
faculty professionals, or administrators were the action that we have taken. It is always
terminated at this time.
difficult to make these decision when they
The other possibility is to cut back on involve layoffs. and I would like to think that
maintenance.This is going to have to be done this would no happen any more.However,the
in addition to the custodian layoffs if Facili- University of Maine is still learning how to
ties Managementis to successfully balance its operate within the reduced budgets that we

Cage

Case.
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support, Saddam ordered an increase in food to the killing and wounding ofcivilians among
rations beginning in February. Food supplies the brotherly Iraqi people."
have been tight because of a U.N. trade emMany countries— including Iraq's archbargo imposed after Iraq invaded Kuwait in enemy Syria — have criticized the West for
1990.
taking swift action against Iraq while failing
Deputy Prime Minister Tariq AltZ issued to enforce U.N. resolutions demanding that
a statement Monday night blaming the crisis Israel take back more than 400 Palestinian
on the United States and the special U.N. deportees and that Serbia end its offensive in
commission that is overseeing the destruction Bosnia-Herzegovina.
of Iraq's weapons of mass destruction.
King Fahd of Saudi Arabia, who put his
Aziz said the attacks "raised serious ques- country's bases at the disposal of the allied
tions" about Iraqi compliance with the com- jets carrying out the raids, said Monday that
mission because of Washington's influence all U.N. Security Council resolutions must
on the world body.
"be respected and implemented."
Iraq has refused to guarantee the safety of
But these countries also stopped short of
U.N. weapons inspectors who want to use lining up behind Saddam.
U.N. aircraft in Iraq.
Foreign Minister Amr Moussa of Egypt,
Although most Arab countries supported Washington'sclosest Arab ally,said hiscounthe U.S.-led military coalition in the gulf war, try continues to demand "respect for internaBush's use of force this time to try to force tional legitimacy" from Iraq, referring to
Saddam into compliance with U.N. resolu- Saddam's persistent defiance of U.N.resolutions has alienated many as being heavy- tions.
handed.
Russia's stance,articulated in a cortununiThe Cairo-based Arab League on Monday que to the State Department from Foreign
said it "regrets the policy of military escalation Minister Andrei Kozyrev,is especially tough
against Iraq ... which extended to the bombing because it is one of the five countries holding
ofIraqi civilian targets inside Baghdad and led veto power in the Security Council.
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Reprints
NEW POLICIES
Beginning Jan. 1, 1993 The Maine Campus will
only reprint, for sale, photographs which have
previously appeared in The Campus.

Be sure to include the size of the reprint you
would like as well as when and what page the
photo appeared. A copy of the original page the
photo was on may speed up processing
of your order.
Prices for reprints are the same as last semester:
4x5 - $5.00
5x7 - $7.50

8x10 - $10

Smart's Auto Body
324 North Main Street, Old Town
Business Hours Phone tQ7-133i
Nights & Nreekends 82/-S634
Sid Smart, Owner

The Maine
Campus Photo

To order a reprint of a photo which has appeared
in The Campus please come to the basement of
Lord Hall and fill out a reprint order form.

7 Oak Street • Orono, Maine
866--2533 or 1-800-698-9450(NEW)
Beer Importsfrom Around the World"

Get Smart!

serious need to reduce costs. in the Department of Facilities Management within the
next five months,and we have had to choose
a way to do this that is the most cost-effective
and least disruptive to students within all the
constraints with which we operate.

rr,

:BEVERAGE WAREHOUSE

ti5

have been given over the past three years,and
it is quite possible that further personnel actions will be necessary both in Facilities Management as well as in other departments even
though we try to avoid such lctions.
The problem here is that we are facing a

•

Call 581-3059 or visit The Campus for more information.

•
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MPAC rally

from page 1

ago," MPAC member,Ethan Strimling,said.
"We opposed the war then, and we oppose it today," he said.
"Why in one country do we attack and
others we don't," &rivaling said.
Citing reasons for action in Iraq as "oil,
money and George Bush's ego," Strimling
told the crowd now was the time to "show
opposition to discriminate bombing."
Also speaking at the rally was Douglas
Allen, professor of philosophy at the University of Maine.
"The truth is that Saddam Hussein is not
hurt, but strengthened by the recent bombings," he said.
Allen then went on to state the irony of
celebrating the birthday of civil rights and
non-violent action leader Martin Luther King
Jr., while attacking Iraq as "peculiar and
obscene."

"If he were alive today, and in the area,
he would be speaking at today's rally,"
Allen said.
"He would say that the missiles which
fell on innocent Iraqi citizens also fell on
Americans, the homeless, the unemployed.
And those who are casualties of budget cuts
;n Augusta."
Professor of surveying engineering at
UMaine, Khalil Jassam from Iraq, also participated in the rally.
"I appreciate you giving me a chance to
show you the inside picture I know that part
of the world well," he said.
lassam said he was not here to justify
what Suddam did, but expressed the same
sentiments as Allen, in that "the bombing
will only hurt the United States in the long
run."
Speaking out in support of the action in

'Mt
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Iraq was UMaine junior Erik Marchese, support President-elect Bill Clinton and
Preswhc served in the Marine Core Reserves ident George Bush for aggression in
Iraq,"
Littlefield said. "We support our
during Operation Desert Storm.
troops in
Marchese said Suddam has notcomplied the Gulf and U.S. presence in the
region."
Littlefield said the rally was
with UN regulations.
organized
"We have to do something now,out will within a day and spent little money
in getbe a problem for years to come," he said.
ting the word out.
"I consider this rally a big
success,"
Littlefield said.
He said the rally consisted of many
from page 7
different groups which represented the
student
According to Passman, Dahomey was a body better than Monday's protes
t. He estimatricentric, women-loving culture where mated a similar number of people
were in
there were amazon women warriors.
attendance for both rallies.
Expressing the tender understanding of
"Everyone has a right to their own opinI orde's work, Lignell said, "I listened for ion, and it doesn't mean that they are
wrong,
the healing speech in 1,0r-de's words."
but not eveiyone agrees with the Maine
Speaking against racism and sexism Peace ..ction Committee," Littlef
ield said.
Lorde wrote,"Any wound will stop bleedSo far, no other rallies have been planned.
ing if you press down hard enough."
grDescribing how she once saw Lorde
speak,Passman told the audience ofa mighty
woman who stood at the podium. her hair
greying at the ends,her face severe and kind
at the same time.
"We were mostly white academic women, idealistic and certain of ourselves, for
many of us had worked for the revolution
for twenty years or more. Audre Lorde
changed all that, by simply taking out her
half-glasses, adjusting them on her face,
and fixing us with severe eyes asked.
'Where are your sisters, where are the
women of color, the poor women,the disabled.. ?'
"We wept, not for them, but for ourselves in our smugness,and then, wise woman that she was, she moved us on to the
possibility ofreal sisterhood,"Passman said.

1•111111,MMI.M.
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• Men's hoop squad ready to face NAC's top two scorers
• Finn column: Kariya gets a note from his idol
• Cowboys and Niners face a reversal of fcrtunes
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The University of Maine women s
hockey team sweptthree games this w
end to improve their season's record to 7-3.
The Black Bears defeated Boston University(14-0)and Amherst College(I 2-2
on Saturday in Massachusetts, then traveled to New York and defeated RR 8-7.
The women areinaction tigair, Sunday
when they take on Bost° - College at4p.m.
at Alfond Arena.

University of Maine
center Eric Fenton, who
has enjoyed a season of
surprising success laced
with frustrating injuries,
returned to practice this
week after recovering from his most recent
ailment.
Fenton suffered a concussien and a fourstitch cut on his neck after sliding into the

boardsjust 2:13 into the contest versus Clarkson University Friday. He was held out for
the rest of the series.
According to Fenton,he'll be fine for the
Black Bears leo-game set at Boston College this weekend.
"(1 was held out)strictly for precautionary measures," Fenton said."I think I could
have played Saturday,but the coaches didn't
want to take any chances."

However, the senior admitted that the
collision knocked him for quite a loop.
"I didn't know where I was until Saturday morning,"Fenton said."AllIremember
was making the pass to Pat (Tardif) and
getting hit. After that, I was blank."
Fenton,a South Portland native,has been
among the leading scorers in Hockey East
See HOCKEY on page 18

• Guidi earns ECAC,. .
NAC honors

3
INI

UMaine first-year basketball standout
Ste.phar.ieGuidi w asnan led both the EICAC
and NAC Rookie ofthe Week after leading
the Black Bears to their first victory of the
season Friday.
In a 73-69 victory over Drexel Unieer
sity and a 56-5 loss to the University of
Delaware, Guidi totalled 28 points and 18
rel-k t xis.
It was the second time in three weeks
Guidi has earned the NAC award.
The women play again Thursday at the
University of Vermont, then return home
Saturday to take on the University of Hartford at 2 p.m. at Alford.

Dallas defensive
coordinator accepts
Bears job
CHICAGO(AP) — Dallas defensive
coodinator Dave Wan nstedt has been offered the Chicago Bears head coaching
job and has infomied New York Giants
officials that he will accept the offer, according to media reports.
VsTann.stedr told theChicagoSun-Tunes
that the Bears had made an offer and decided this morning to accept. New York radio
station WFAN reported today that Wannstevit,considered the frontranaer for the New
York job, told Giants officials that he had
decided to take the Bearsjob.

_
Coaches,friends
remember lba
STELLWATFROkla.(API—Former
players of Henry Na joined his family.
iiienUs and oaathes from around the country in paying their final respects to the
coaching legend.
Mike Krivzewskiofaike,Norm Ste wart of Missoun and Don HaskinsofTexasEl Paso were among the present and former
coaches who attended a 40-minute funeral
seraice in Gallagherlba Aretia.siteofmany
victories during !ha's 36 years as the Cowboys' coach.
ma died ot heartfailure 1'nday at age is8.
He coached in more college games than
anyone in frisk,'y,1,105.and his 767 victories at three schools rank second in college
history.

University of Maine senior assistant captain Dave LaCouture (14)took a beating all weekend against Clarkson, but he
got the last laugh with two goals Saturday.(Boyd photo.)

•UMaine men's basketball

•Column

Keeling's crew to host Vermont The Great One
By Chris Castellano
puts Kariya in
the clouds

Sports Writer

Coming offa weekend
split versus two of its top
rivals in the North Atlantic Conference. the University of Maine men's
basketball team returns
home to continue its NAC schedule.
Thursday evening the Black Bears will
host the University of Vermont who are led
s second-leading scorer in firstby the N
year star Eddie Benton.
Then Saturilay,the Black Bears will host
All-American candidate Vin Baker and the
University of Hartford Hawks.
But first UMaine must prepare for Vermont The Catamounts enter the contest
with a 4-6 record (1-1 in the NAC),and are
coming off an inspiring 97-94 overtime vic-

tory against Boston University.
Benton,a 6-0 guard from Pittsburgh. Pa.,
most recently captured NAC Rookie of the
Week honors by averaging 26.3 ppg, and 7
apg and single-handedly ending the CataBy Chad Finn
mounts five-game losing streak by drilling a
Sports Editor
three-pointer to heat the Terriers.
In addition to becoming a prolific scorer
It was an act of kindin only his first season, Benton has the keen
ness off of the ice by a
ability to see the whole court.
hockey legend known
"I'm really impressed with his whole
for his gentlemanly play
package,"UMaine coach Rudy Keeling said. on it.
"He's a solid player who plays under
Yet for University of Maine first year
control and can really distribute the ball, hockey phenom Paul Kariya, it was much,
especially under pressure situations."
much more.
In addition to Benton. UVM's second
If you haven't heard the tale by now, it
and third-leading scorers from a year ago in seems the Black Bears' resident NHL-starBrian Tarrant and Dave Ostrosky will be in-waiting recently received the thrill of his
available despite their ineffectiveness so far young lifetime prior to leaving to play for

r.

See MEN'S HOOP on page 18

See FINN COLUMN on page 19
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Hockey

from page 17

all season. Presently, he has 15 goals and 10
assists in 15 games after netting only nine
goals in his previous three seasons at UMaine.
He had just recently recovered from a
shoulder injury that kept him out of four
games over Christmas break. Described as a
"donut lover" by UMaine Coach Shawn
Walsh,Fenton demonstmed his new-found
dedication to hockey by returning three
weeks later from that injury four pounds
lighter.
"I've set my mind to having a successful
season, and it's worked out well with the
exception of the injuries." Fenton said. "I
just hope things keep going well for me,and

the team keeps winning. That's all I can
really ask for."
Other Black Bear Notes:
•Although the Black Bears bounced back
from their 4-4 tie Friday to thrash Clarkson,
6-0, Golden Knights Coach Mark Morris
still believed that he has seen a better team
this season than top-ranked UMaine.
"Harvard is better," Morris said of the
nation's second-ranked team. "Both teams
have depth and skill at forward,but Harvard
plays smarter and and is a little better defen sively. Plus, they have some guys coming
back from injuries that will really help them.'
Morris admitted that the game would a

matchup college hockey fans would love.
"I'd love to watch that game," Morris
said."Maybe it will happen sometime down
the road."
Perhaps in the NCAA Final Four?
•Black Bear linemates Cal Ingraham and
Paul Kariya were recently named the Hockey East Player of the Month and Rookie of
the Month, respectively, for the month of
December.

ARD.SilL.E
Jon 19 to Jon 30

Save op to 507. on selected bikes,
parts and accessories only at

Rose

Bike
866-3525
Hours: rues-Fri I2-5
Sot 9-41
Closed Sun and Man

Special Pricing now for
all University of Maine
custom printed orders!

Ingraham tallied 10goals and five assists
in eight games in the month. He had six
power play goals, two shorthanded goals
and one hat trick, and earned a +12 rating.
Kariya took the rookie honors for the
second straight month after scoring a pair of
goals and passing out 12 assists in only four
games.He ended the month with a +10rating
prior to joining gold-medal winning Team
Canada in the World Junior Tournament.

Men's hoop
this season.
"We've got to dominate the inside
game if we're going to be successful,"
Keeling said.
"Benton is going to take most of their
shots and we have to make sure that we
take advantage of our strength and
height."
Keeling also remains concerned
abotit the hUmber of turnovers that the
team has committed recently, and lists
better protection of the basketball as a
main priority.
The I lawks are led by the NAC's
scoring leader, Vin Baker.
Toe 6-11 senior is averaging 27.9
ppg while shooting a respectable .4%
percent from the floor.
Not only is the Connecticut native a
force to reckon with on the offensive
end, but he is currently ranked second
behind Spencer Dunkley of Delaware in
blocked shots with 36, and third in rebounding with 159(12.2 rpg.)
"We've had our most success with

Baker when he goes inside because we
feel as if we have some people that could
put a body on him," said Keeling.
What makes Baker a unique player
however i:, his ability to shoot the perimeter shot consistently.
Last season he was top on the team in
three point field goats triatio with 41,arid
appears to be getting off to a good start
this season by shoo
.444
clip this past week.
"He's definitely a
with and when he does float outside to
take the jumper, we'll rely on a good
defensive player in Ed J
jo cOtttaitt
him." Keeling said.
Junior forward
c
has the ability to compliment Baker
especially from the three point arc
,k.ttere he is shooting at a .481 percent
clip.
1W comes into the contest with 6-7
overall record(11 in the NAC). But get
out and see Baker,folks, because he'll be
on an NBA roster next season.

Catch the

ACTION

Contact us for all your custom screen- printing
needs, and we'll take an additional

Bea
PhacgraPher
for

The
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Campus

our already low prices!
So if you have a need for custom printed
t—shirts, sweatshirts, hats, or whatever—just
give us a call! We'll be happy to come to you
and we guarantee you won't be sorry!

MAINE 61-11QTWOIAS
Custom Sar,enprinters
39 (Sparke. Avenue
Drewer, Maine 04412
phone: 989-6244
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Come down and fill out an application. Not
much experience necessary. These are paid
positions. Call Damon at 581-3059 or visit The
Maine Campus in the basement of Lord Hall.
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Finn column
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from page 17

the Canadian entry in the World Junior
Championships over Christmas break.
A few days before he headed off to
Gavle, Sweden with his countrymen teammates, Kariya received a letter from a pretty decent player himself who at one time
had also represented Canada in the Worlds.
The player's name? Wayne Gretzky.
Ever heard of him?
It turns out the GreatOne himselflearned
through his agent that he was Kariya's
longtime idol (isn't he the hero of every
Canadian kid?), and that Kariya was putting up some numbers in college that even
01' Wayne would be proud of.
So Gretzky, living up to his sparkling
reputation that has helped him several Lady
Byng awards for sportsmanship, dropped
the kid a note.
"He wished me well in the World Juniors, said he'd heard I was having a pretty
good year at Maine, told me what a great
experience it was for him,things like that,"
Kariya said with a twinkle in his eye. "It
was nice to get some encouragement from
probably the greatest player—no,the greatest player— ever to play the game."
But to comprehend completely what
the acknowledgement means to Kariya,his
fascination with the NHL's all-time points
leader must be explained.
Understand that Kariya worships
Gretzky like a fish worships water. Ask
Kariya's mother, Sharon about her son's
fascination, and she says,"Growing up, he
always seemed to be reading or watching
something about Gretzky. Always."
The next time the Black Bears play,
watch Kariya and notice the similarities

between the pupil and the unwitting teacher.There's the 180degree spin move around
the opposition's beleaguered defenseman
that immediately gets Alfond rocking. The
way he tucks his sweater in only part way.
And of course, the eyes-in-the-back-ofthe-head passing skills.
"I watched a lot of players, guys like
(Mario)Lemieux and(Brett)Hull and tried
to pick things up from them," Kariya said.
"But I was about Gretzky's size,so I guess
he was the one I identified with the most."
Kariya, however,realizes the note probably had another motive behind it.
As a projected top-five selection in this
June's NHL Draft, Kariya would be quite a
catch for any agent to hook , even one who
represents Gretzky. Setting Kariya up with
a letter from his hero sure couldn't hurt any
agent's cause.
"Agents have contacted me through
(UMaine) Coach (Shawn) Walsh about
turning pro," Kariya said. "But it's illegal
to have one in college, and honestly, it's
not something I'm thinking about right
now.
"I'm just trying to enjoy myself and
help this team win."
So what did Kariya do with the prized
letter?
"I had it framed and sent it home to my
parents," Kariya said. "It's hanging on the
wall in my bedroom at home."
No doubt next to a couple of Gretzky
posters, pinned up over a shelf of Gretzky
books, next to a stack of Gretzky tapes...
Chad Finn is a seniorjournalism major
from Bath, Me who idolizes Byron "Great"
Scott. Who?
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NFC rivalry

Cowboys,49ers headed
in different directions
By Jim Litke
AP Sports Writer

SAN FRANCISCO(AP)— In the shortsighted way kids tend to view almost everything but the moment, these Cowboys kept
insisting that history held no sway over them.
The funny thing is, they might be right.
In this same treacherous bog of a stadium,in the same wet,unpredictable weather,
at the same juncture of the posts(ason 11
years ago, the Dallas Cowboys and San
Francisco 49ers met and were separated by
what has since entered NFL lore as "The
Catch."
Immediately after 49er Dwight Clark
made the grab that decided the 1982 NFC
championship, these same two teams departed Candlestick Park that afternoon headed in drastically different directions — San
Francisco on the road to four Super Bowl
wins, Dallas on the road to nowhere.
And in that sense, at least, the only thing
rendering that Sunday different from this
one was who was headed where.
"We don't really know what the future
holds," Ken Norton,Dallas' brash 26-yearold linebacker, said after the Cowboys had
secured the NFC championship with a 3020 win over San Francisco.
"We only know that right now,our future
is the Super Bowl. And the 49ers," Norton
added,"will be watching us on TV."

As if their own setback following the
1982 title weren't enough of an object lesson, there was this added bit of historical
significance for the Cowboys to chew on: In
the post 10 years, only three teams have
recovered sufficiently from a loss in the
conference championship to get to the Super
Bowl in their very next try.
But these Cowboys didn't care about
history, destiny, symmetry, ceremony or
any ofthose other slippery measures used to
mark the passage of time. The young never
do, which in this case might have been their
saving grace. Everybody expected Dallas to
be overwhelmed when underwhelmed, it
turns out, was much more to the point.
And so it fell to the club's elders to try
and restore some sense of perspective. And
as he clutched the NFC championship trophy close to his chest in the madhouse that
was the visiting locker room at Candlestick,
Dallas owner Jerry Jones gracefully tried to
do his part.
"We have such respect for the 49ers,and
it's great that we're being compared to
them," Jones said. "It's great to have won
the title here,on their field,in San Francisco.
"But we'd like to have our own success."
Considering that the NFU representative
has won eight straight Super Bowls and 10of
the last 11,that is almost a given.The 49ers,on
the other hand, may already have had thkirs.

Live at the Alfond!
Tickets still available

Spring Rush Schedule
1993
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Think Better
Think Beta

Coming Friday,January 29,1993 @ the Alfond Arena
Tickets on sale at Alfond Arena.
Call 581-BEAR or 1-800-756-TEAM.
A11011.
1111
HAROLD ALFOND
SPORTS ARENA
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Maine Campus

Stop by the basement• of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.

v classifieds
Alaska Summer Employment
Fisheries- Earn $600+/week in canneries
or $4,000+/month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings Male or Female. For
employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5067.
Summer Jobs With Upward Bound &
Upward Bound Regional MathScience Center
Work with high school students on the
UMaine campus. We need Language
Arts teachers, Math, Career Information & Development teacher; Computer
Science teachers, Workshop Coordinator, Work Experience Coordinators,
Camping Trip Coordinators, Biology/
Life Science, Chemistry, Tutor Counselors, Physics, a Nurse, Counselor in Residence, Residential Life Counselors and
others. Summer work-study especially
heipful. Excellent professional experience. Room and board available for
some positions. Details/application: Upward bound & UB Regional Math-Science Center, 316 Chadbourne Hall;
UMaine, 581-2522.
Earn Money! Help us with our membership drive. Unique marketing plan means
exceptional earning potential. Contact
Mike at 581-7137

apartments

Spring break get in shape with step
aerobics The solution to your resolution. Catching Rays 827-2456. 15/
month.
Volunteer for the Student Helpline!
Training begins Jan. 26. Call x4020 for
details & application.
Study away in Canada '93-'94! See 3
good reasons in this week's Maine Campus. Contact Gail Yvon 1-4225.
Send poetry and prose to Maine
Review. Submissions accepted until
Feb. 1st. through the English Dept
office.
Adopt a Convict-Take a chance and
lend a hand to someone that really needs
it and you will be very surprised by the
type of person you will get to know. All
letters will be answered, so please hurry
and write...See you soon on the pages of
a letter, so till then bye. Marty Wiley
#50370, Arizona State Prison, P.O. Box
4000, Florence, Arizona 85232 and
Chuck Sherd #43668, Arizona State
Prison, P.O. Box 4000, Florence, Arizona
85232
Ware Me Out Consignment Shop.
Quality clothes for less. Also vintage
clothing. 51 Washington St., Bangor
(next to Sing's Restaurant) 990-1518.
Clark's Fitness CTR. Tanning & fitness
packages. Venus swimwear-$20. Local
Avon salesplace. 827-2456.
Car stereos, alarms, phones, remote
starters sold and installed Sony, Pioneer, Ne Soundshapers 942-7688.
Maine Outing Club-Meetings every
Wednesday night at 7 30pm in the Memorial Union Everyone welcome
Help save Oronoka Restaurant. Be at
the Community House, 19 Bennoch Rd.
Tues. Feb 2 at 10:30 a.m for public
hearing or call 866-2650
The massacre is back. Three blistering
metal Sunday nights 9p.m.-midnight on
WMEB 91.9 FM>
Rush Chi Omega! Look for upcoming
rush functions next week! We'd love to
see you there! First rush is Jan. 27! Call
x4161 w/questions

Heated 1&2 bedroom Apts. Located
walking distance to UM.Tel 866-2816.
Rooms furnished, quiet place within
two minute walk to University. 8662816 or 866-7888.
2 BR Apt. Heat and hot Water incl. In Old
Town on bus route. Tel.(Day)827-4550
or (Eve.) 732-3368_
Stillwater-83 Spring St. 5 BR 2 bath
townhouse $800/mc. Heated. Apply
now! P 1. Reality Management 9424815.
For rent- Large 2 bedroom Apt. in 0.T.
Quiet only, no smoking. $375 includes
heat. 827-2435, 5911 -Ray.
Country-Living Townhouse Apts. 2
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, kitchen, dining
area, living room, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, sewer included. Private. Only 9
rni., 15 min from UM. Bradley. $575Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
650/mo sec. dep. 1 yr lease. Call 866replace zippers, hemming,etc. Will pick
7798.
up deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115
Orono. Washburn Place. $660/mo
Max the Clown-Will do parties, promoAVAILABLE 1993. OPD hookup. Luxury
tions & workshops Includes juggling,
2 BR towr,home. Incl. heat, water,sewer.
magic & fun Call 1-8767
No pets. Sec. dep. Close to campus. Call
Typist-Please call me for all your typing
945-6955.
needs. Reasonable rates. Short notice
Lg. 2 bdrm, just redone. $500/mo.
no problem. Call 581-2224 days, 394electric. For 3. 5 m:n. from campus.
2174 evenings
Avail. now Call 866-0001
Consultant w/expertise in ERA or
4 room, 1 bedroom apartment for
theme decor. Extremely talented craft
rent. Walking distance from school (ten
artisan w/over 10 yrs. professional expeminutes from Union). Private entry way,
rience Call 732-5261
laundry facilitiPs available, $335.00(w/
Need computer help? Solutions to any
one person) utilities included. Contact
Macintosh or IBM needs. Hardware and
software. Call Squire Consulting 947David or Patrick at 866-7532(late afternoon or early evening).
1 6822

services

.•-•

Casio fx-7700G graphing calculator.
Used in Mat 122. $6000 Call Kevin
945-5819.
Power Graphic fx-7700GB calculator
with owners manual. Used only one
semester, purchased at $85, for sale at
$55. Call 1-7519.
1986 Renault Alliance. $1000 or B.0
866-3245.
Guitar-Gibson Les Paul. Must see, must
sell. Make offer. 866-0265.
K2 Slalom 77's Skis. Women's 9
1/
2 size ski boots. Excellent condition.
Asking $300 or B.O. Call 942-2651.
13" studded snow tires(on rims). Like
new-$80 pair. Ca11827-3643 after 5p.m.
1976 Saab EMS Runs great,good body.
New shocks, brake pads. $550 firm.
884-7722
Brother word processor (WP 500)
Includes manuals, spreadsheets, tutorial
& disks, spell check -$150/8.0. Great for
reports 581-6731
Atomic ACS System 70 skis. Never
used, unmounted w/used Tyrolia 540
Bindings $250 or B 0 Call x6833.
Women's downhill ski boots. Lang Flo
size 6 1/2-never used. New $300 asking
$150 or B.0 866-7235.
Nintendo system-1 1/2 yrs. old. Color,
very good condition-$45. Games to
choose from. Call x7585 for more info.
Sega Genesis Hard Drivin', new w/
instructions, $20. Burton Cruise 155
snowboard w/bindings, great all around
board, very agile, $100/B 0. x6731.
8 pc. CB 700 drum set All hardware,
hi-hats, 2 cymbals, and throue. $600 or
B 0. Don 866.-5859.
•
Schwin exercise bike, excellent cond. ,
computer monitor. Adjust tension, wide
seat. New $275. Asking $150, B.O. or
barter. 884-8330.
Looking for an easy way to study for
the GRE? Get this official software for
practicing to Zake the GRE at half price,
$45.00. Runs on Macintosh computers.
Telephone # 866-3874. Leave message
if no answer.
One-way airline ticket for female to
Portland, Maine, Chicago, or Cedar Rapids, Iowa before Feb. 5 Best offer. 5816344.

wanted 14111
Penfriends wanted: Ugandian student
seeks Maine pent rends to learn about
Maine and its people. All letters will be
answered Please write to. Matovy Julius
Brown, c/o Mr. S M. Brown, P.O. Box
4528, Kampala, Uganda, E. Africa.
Bass player for rock/metal band. 8665859
Tuxedo we 48-50 Call 866 2650

roommates
L.Roommate needed, Stillwater apts.
$125/month. Call 866-0109.
iair

erOtiC. iiviri9 di Graceiand with
B
Conahan. Phone 866-3827.

SPRING BREAK '93 BLOWOUT SALE!
Lowest prices, best trips-100% guaranteed! Cancun,Jamaica, & Flo'ida packages still available from Americ a's student travel leader. Travel free-organize
a small group Call STS at (800)6484849.
Heatwave Vacations Inc. Presents
spring break '93. Lowest guaranteed
prices! No peak week charges. Todd
827-0123.
Spring Break '93- Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica from only $399! Daytona from
$149! Organize a small group and travel
FREE! Call Now! New England's Largest Spring Break Company! Take a
Break Vacations 800-328-SAVE.
Ski Trips-Jackson Hole + Steamboat.
Deepest Powder for lowest price, everything included. Call Pete 866-4563.

Found: A pair of silver, wire-rimmed
glasses at the computer cluster in the
library over Christmas break. Call x2506
for more info.
Lost dog:1 1/2 year old white & tan
siberian husky. No collar. Lost on College
Ave. 866-4464.
To place your FREE lost and found ad,
stop by the Maine Campus in the basement of Lord Hall Monday-Thursday
9a.m.-5p.m. and Friday 9a m -4p.m or
call 581- 1 273.

personals
Thank you for the three best years! Let's
make these future ones even better. I
love you! -Your Blue-Eyed Girl
Haskell-You should brush your teeth.
-From D.D.K.A.
Hi Woffie-Hope you're having fun typing in all these free ads! Ha ha. Buzzid
Beloved-I love you more than life itself
Will you marry me? Your fiend
KEO-I'm worth more than $5 bucks! CD
CD CD CD -Denice
Congratulations to new sisters of Phi
Mu From Sara & Shelley
Pumpkin Pie-I love you & miss you &
hope our roads cross again. 1-4-3
Andy T.---Baa- -See ewe-Lambda,
Lambda, Lambda
Congratulations to the new sisters of Phi
Mu. We're so proud of you!! Love in our
bond, Your Phi Mu sisters.
Happy 3 years Col Love you lots!
-Love your Hugger
Wanted-Students who want to make a
difference. Interested? Gamma Sig information nights 2/1 & 2/2,8-9 Balentine
basement See you there!
Kristina Leigh-I love you He loves her
tool
The East-West custodians and office
staff would like to thank the East-West
students and RD's for the surprise Christmas party and gifts that were given to
us. It was greatly appreciated.

